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Corporate Staff Planning is the annual process of organizing 
the available talent roster for successful program delivery.

At some point during the year, usually tied in with the budgeting 
process, companies need to decide what the cost and composition  
of the available talent team is going to be for the coming year. 
Traditional organizations will go through this process once a year,  
while a high growth organization may go through this process as 
frequently as once a quarter. The process is similar whether a  
company is growing or shrinking. 

Corporate Staff Planning, whether performed formally or informally, 
is a necessary part of company operations. Any planning that affects 
capacity tends to have high visibility by management because it 
represents a real cost to the business. Corporate Staff Planning,  
besides impacting headcount, also determines the level of investment 
which goes into individual business units, and determines what work 
is feasible in the current year. While traditional program-level Staff 
Planning addresses the demand and feasibility of a single initiative, 
Corporate Staff Planning supports organizational level strategies  
and investment goals. Both are important.

Ultimately, to create a final staffing plan, an organization needs to rationalize the three distinct 
planning constraints (capacity, demand & prioritization) for the overall organization and each  
of the sub-organizations that comprise it. There is also a cost perspective which must align  
with the overall business plan of the company. 

Corporate Staff Planning answers the following questions: 
• Do we have a talent roster that will bring us success? 

• How much are those employees going to cost us? 

• Which business units will pay for the work these employees deliver?

• What adjustments do we have to make?

What is Corporate Staff Planning?

In mature organizations, Corporate Staff 
Planning analysis is a result of a periodic 
resource planning process that is maintained 
monthly and quarterly. 

The annual planning process becomes an 
extension of those activities. 
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Capacity
Resource capacity is typically measured in Full-Time-Equivalent (FTE) units or in 
hours. Ultimately, capacity becomes the foundation for all forecasting, demand, and utilization 
data. At each level in the planning process, resource forecast data is compared to capacity to 
validate the reasonableness of the plan. As a company looks toward future initiatives, resource 
capacity may fall short in certain skill areas, so the software needs to analyze the shortfall 
and identify the areas where additional headcount can make an impact. Ultimately the system 
needs to identify the skills mix required to satisfy the portfolio at each level of investment.

Demand
Analyzing resources begins with an effort forecast. Skill demand and named resource 
demand are combined to create a single source of demand and cost. Ultimately, demand is 
consolidated by program and by resource to complement decision-making. When consolidated 
demand is compared to capacity, we get a clear picture of resource shortfall and utilization. 
What separates more effective resource management software from the others are the 
business rules used to calculate these shortfall and utilization metrics in environments  
where priority, schedule, and staff are in a constant state of change.

Prioritization
Prioritization is the process of determining the order in which programs and 
initiatives should leave the portfolio queue and enter the execution and delivery 
stage. Depending on the charter of the organization, prioritization may also determine if a 
program gets delivered at all. The prioritization process can be very simple, or it may require 
more intensive analysis using ranking criteria.  Efficient resource management software  
will consider in-flight (committed) and higher priority work, before staffing other work.  
This provides a logical order to resource planning.

Resource Planning Best Practices that lead to a strong  
Corporate Staffing Plan: 

• General confidence in the employee roster and functional capacity levels

• Resource assignments consider both functional competence and availability

• Funded projects have a realistic path to completion

• Projects are managed to a forecast

• Labor costs and funding sources are visible and rational

 •  Each period, everyone contributes a little to the process so the organization  
can make good decisions

Corporate Staff Planning is a Function of Resource Planning 

Analyzing the Three Dimensions of Resource Planning  
will provide the feasibility and utilization data required  
to generate the staffing plan. 

Those who operationally maintain these 
business functions on a quarterly and 
monthly basis will have a much easier time 
preparing their annual staffing plan than 
those who take an ad hoc approach.

Capacity
Demand

Prioritization
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Auditing resource capacity is the number one pre-process concern of Corporate Staffing 
Planners. You must know where you are before you can move forward. An organization cannot 
begin the staff planning process until there is an accurate headcount by location, functional 
area, and business unit. Managers will not be confident in the future plan if headcounts of  
their current staff are different from what they know to be true. 

We have found that in many organizations the exercise of collecting an accurate staff roster 
with true capacities is not a trivial process. Many times, there is not a single source of truth. 
As a result, the data flow typically begins with alignment between the HR System and the 
forecasting system. If possible, direct integration is the most efficient method. 

HR System integration will usually provide accurate headcounts within functional 
areas and departments. However, there is still a need to have functional unit 
heads report the true availability numbers of the staff that report to them.

Defining the Current Roster 1

What HR Roster data do we need to get started?
• Business Unit

• Functional Area

• Functional Manager

• Unique Employee Identifier

• Default Capacity (standard work schedule)

• Skills/Talent

• Hire date (or sometimes new job date)

• Cost information

Jeff

Product Manager

Erin

Financial Director

Ken
Portfolio Manager
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Once the roster is set, we need to go beyond what HR typically can provide us. The working 
capacity for team members on programs or sustaining Agile work is the responsibility of the 
resource teams themselves. This usually means the Functional or Resource Manager, but in 
some organizations, this could fall on the individual Team Members. Either way, there must  
be a periodic process for keeping this information accurate. 

With the roster organized and accurate capacity numbers available, we can now get the 
analytics we are looking for. These include the delivery capability (headcount and total FTE) by 
Geographic Location, Business Unit, Functional Manager and Skill Type. Why these dimensions? 
Because this is the way organizations typically budget and hire additional headcount. These 
are also the dimensions that we use to search an organization when identifying candidates to 
support the needs of programs or sustaining Agile work. At some point, we will want to know 
remaining availability for a particular skill set, a site manager, a business unit leader or a 
functional director, and this data provides a foundation for that analysis.

Organizing Capacity by Functional Area and Skill Needs2

Once the roster is set, we need 
to go beyond what HR typically  
can provide us. 

5
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Since Annual Portfolio Planning and Corporate Staff Planning are iterative processes, 
representatives from Program Delivery and Functional Management need to participate  
on a regular basis. With that said, there also needs to be an organized way of breaking down  
the list of assignments in a large organization because analyzing all program demand across  
all available staff is a daunting task. In recent client engagements, we have seen work broken 
down by Product Line, Business Line, Programs and Functional Resource Area.  

We have observed a few techniques that help the Demand Planning 
Process: 

•  Using scenarios or snapshots to build a demand plan allows small groups of Program 
Leads and Functional Managers to work through smaller subsections of the assignment 
list. This enables the organization to bring together chunks of data that are already 
somewhat accurate.  

•  Projects, either independently or as part of a whole program, can have  
a planning status, such as: in-progress, funded, or in-the-pipeline. This is a simple way  
to order activities for demand planning.

•  Prioritizing the pipeline is also helpful in providing some order to the demand planning 
process. Demand estimates are typically evaluated against capacity in priority order 
during the rationalization process.

•  At some point in the process, it makes sense to set staffing targets. While the ultimate 
capacity numbers might change, targets provide a structure to the planning process 
which makes everything much more efficient.

•  Slotting program assignments to soft starting dates based on general blocks of 
availability, will provide a head start to the rationalization process, by minimizing  
initial conflicts.  

Building a Demand Plan through Scenarios3

Prioritizing the pipeline is helpful  
in providing some order to the  
demand planning process. 

   Staff planning is critical to the success of the IT department and 
to its business partners, which ultimately leads to more productive 
allocations of resources to projects.” 

  — Michael Fay, Wisconsin DOT
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Once initial demand estimates are defined, the portfolio is rationalized to deal with skill and 
department level conflicts. During this part of the process, we are identifying and eliminating areas 
of Resource Shortfall where demand exceeds capacity, using a series of tools and techniques. 
Common techniques include redistribution of assignments, reprioritization of initiatives, adjusting 
program starts, and cancelling work. 

When possible, we are also looking to allocate named staff to demand assignments, using 
existing headcount and budgeted future hires (if they exist at this point). Once the big items are 
addressed, candidates for remaining assignments can easily be identified by location and manager. 
As resource shortfall is eliminated, and some work is pushed out to future time periods, the true 
resource utilization picture becomes clear.

There are a few items to consider: 
•  Sometimes, programs are not all treated equally. Programs that are in progress most  

likely have named resources assigned, while programs slotted for the future are most likely 
planned with skill demand estimates only. The process needs the flexibility to allocate  
work by skill early in the process, and by named resource as the start date approaches. 

•  There should be an orderly process for working through conflicts. Attacking  
over-committed allocations by priority is one approach, but if the portfolio is large,  
it makes sense to break down the data along another dimension, such as functional  
area or skill type. This allows a smaller group of functional managers to work with  
those estimating program demand.

•  We propose using scenarios or snapshots of programs for Constraint Modeling instead of 
evaluating everything at once. There are benefits to building the portfolio and monitoring 
resource utilization in blocks instead of evaluating all options at once. This approach is similar 
to having a second level of prioritization, providing additional structure for rationalization. 

Rationalize Shortfall by Functional Area and Skill4

As resource shortfall is eliminated, and 
some work is pushed out to future time 
periods, the true resource utilization 
picture becomes clear.

EXECUTE

   Constraint Modeling is key to everything we do within resource 
management. It’s important to understand where the resource 
demand is coming from, the current resource capacity of each team, 
and if there is availability to support new requests.” 

  — Philip Mathew, ON Semiconductor
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A key reason that we plan resources is to better understand labor cost. There are a few layers 
to unpack here. The cost of capacity is real. Most people, and specifically salaried employees, 
get paid based on their availability to work. Resource Management, and more specifically 
Demand Planning, is a mechanism for utilizing these people so that the company receives a fair 
return. With this in mind, the financial team usually has a series of questions for the business 
designed to help them understand who needs to be on staff, how much they are going to cost 
and who is going to pay for them. Does this sound familiar?  
It should because this is the reason we staff plan.

There is also another dimension that should be considered: Capitalization
When resource time on R&D projects is capitalized, the cost hits a company’s balance sheet 
instead of the income statement. For the Finance Team, this is financially attractive, so they  
will want to monitor the kind of work where people are assigned.

Some items to consider: 
•  With an accurate labor forecast and a rate table, labor costs can be automatically calculated.

•  Rates can vary by skill area, division, and location — these variations need to be accounted for. 

•  Rates and targets will fluctuate each year — these variations need to be accounted for.

•  The business unit that pays for work performed may not be the same business unit that 
owns the people (resources — this needs to be accounted for).

•  Once the budget is set, all financial assignments (projections) should have a baseline  
(or snapshot) for ongoing comparison and status reporting during the year.

•  Integration with a financial system should be done in an efficient way to get timely access to 
budgets, targets, and rates.

Calculate Labor Cost5

Resource management, and more 
specifically demand planning, is a 
mechanism for utilizing these people so 
that the company receives a fair return. 



There are a few components that are required to reach the  
final staffing plan:

•   A rationalized demand plan. This is a complete forecast of current and future projects 
with demand assignments. It is not necessary for all assignments to be resolved with 
named resources, but at a minimum, demand should be tagged with the appropriate 
functional area and business unit. Detailing skill requirements will also provide an 
additional level of clarity and is highly recommended. 

•   A current capacity plan of active available employees assists those evaluating staffing 
to better understand where we are today. 

•  A future capacity plan that includes expected new hires, will help set staffing targets. 
There are a few ways to accomplish this, depending on the level of detail required. In 
recent client engagements, targets were established as broad hiring targets for business 
units or functional areas. In another example, unnamed skilled resources ( to be hired ) 
were added to the roster with a status of approved, open or pending, based on the 
current stage of funding. 

•  A demand variance plan, which is the same as resource shortfall, organized by Functional 
Area, Location, Manager and, if necessary, Skill. The exact format depends on the funding 
and hiring process. Staffing plans are usually aligned with the funding sources, and along 
those lines we want to clearly identify new hires.

Finalize Staffing Plan by Functional Area and Skill6

Ultimately, we are looking for a full 
analysis of what we have,  and what we 
need, by FTE, headcount and cost.

Jeff

Product Manager

Erin

Financial Director

Ken
Portfolio Manager
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The approved project list, the demand plan and the Corporate Staffing Plan tend to go into 
production at the same time. Usually, this triggers execution of the approved portfolio of work 
along with the hiring of new staff. 

Using scenario planning and using effective tools: 
Building a future staffing plan, while maintaining a current forecast, is a lot easier with a  
scenario-based resource planning application. The alternative is a whole bunch of spreadsheets 
that need to be pulled together. With an application like PDWare® ResourceFirst, the staffing 
plan is linked to the demand plan. Once they are both approved for the new fiscal year, the 
planners can simply post their approved data (currently in scenarios) to the active plan. This is 
usually a PMO function, and the final event of the annual Corporate Staff Planning process.

Time to execute.

Putting the Final Plan into Production7

EXECUTE

Building a future staffing plan, while 
maintaining a current forecast, is a lot 
easier with a  scenario-based resource 
planning application.
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PDWare® is a provider of dynamic planning solutions for strategy and portfolio execution. ResourceFirst™, our flagship 
product, emphasizes resource planning as the foundation for successful strategy, product and program execution.
 
The PDWare approach leverages portfolio management and resource management concepts for backlog prioritization 
and feasibility analysis, while allowing room to address the inevitable and unpredictable challenges that occur in every 
delivery cycle. In addition, since more and more organizations find themselves in hybrid environments, using both 
Agile and traditional Waterfall approaches, PDWare now addresses these environments by normalizing data for good 
decision-making.
 
Please send requests for additional information to sales@pdware.com.
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